Abstract-A multifunctional 9F intracardiac imaging and electrophysiology mapping catheter was developed and tested to help guide diagnostic and therapeutic intracardiac electrophysiology (EP) procedures. The catheter tip includes a 7.25-MHz, 64-element, side-looking phased array for high resolution sector scanning. Multiple electrophysiology mapping sensors were mounted as ring electrodes near the array for electrocardiographic synchronization of ultrasound images. The catheter array elevation beam performance in particular was investigated. An acoustic lens for the distal tip array designed with a round cross section can produce an acceptable elevation beam shape; however, the velocity of sound in the lens material should be approximately 155 m/s slower than in tissue for the best beam shape and wide bandwidth performance. To help establish the catheter's unique ability for integration with electrophysiology interventional procedures, it was used in vivo in a porcine animal model, and demonstrated both useful intracardiac echocardiographic visualization and simultaneous 3-D positional information using integrated electroanatomical mapping techniques. The catheter also performed well in high frame rate imaging, color flow imaging, and strain rate imaging of atrial and ventricular structures.
ventional electrophysiology (EP) therapeutic procedures, their expanded capability in imaging and procedural guidance is in constant development. Recent reports have shown improvements in atrial fibrillation interventional procedures using ICE integrated with other available imaging modalities [1] , [2] . We have taken this integration approach by building and testing a multifunctional catheter capable of both EP sensing and ICE imaging functions. The principal goal of our multifunctional catheter design is to improve the guidance of therapeutic interventional procedures to correct arrhythmias. These procedures are currently performed with high patient exposures to the ionizing radiation of fluoroscopy and require hours of time to confirm intracardiac catheter positions and procedural success. We believe that the integration of threedimensional (3-D) anatomical mapping with ICE imaging will lead to powerful new methodologies in the interventional treatment of arrhythmias, and as well other intracardiac interventions.
Although ICE catheters have been in use now in various forms for some time, only limited descriptions of the important technical details of a side-looking phased-array ICE catheter design have been available. Our approach here is to generally describe the catheter, to focus in particular on critical aspects of the design such as the array elevation lens, and to describe our in vivo experience with our multifunctional catheter in a novel ICE integration with 3-D anatomical mapping.
A. Conventional Interventional EP Guidance and Early ICE Development
The gold standard image guidance tool in intracardiac EP is fluoroscopy, used to confirm catheter position and provide a general anatomical reference for the interventionalist. Fluoroscopic imaging, however, cannot provide sufficiently detailed anatomical information about cardiac anatomy and can misrepresent catheter position [3] . One study reported significant errors in atrial catheter perceived location based on fluoroscopy compared to ICE positional confirmation [4] . Procedural errors in lesion placement are not only inefficient, but can be harmful if critical structures such as sinus nodal tissue are inadvertently ab-lated. Using continuous ICE anatomical information, the positional accuracy of ablation catheter placement can be improved and fluoroscopy time reduced [5] .
Intracardiac echocardiography catheter designs have existed for some time [6] , [7] , although multi-site use was not seen until the late 1980s and early 1990s when catheters with wire-driven rotating piezoelectric transducers were used clinically to investigate ultrasonic guidance of various intracardiac procedures [8] - [11] . These early mechanical ICE catheters [12] had some shortcomings as they were typically large (e.g., 10F, or approximately 3.3 mm in diameter), were not directly steerable (needed a steerable sheath), had limited tissue penetration due to a small circular aperture affecting transmitted power and depth of focus, had a slow frame rate (limited to 30 Hz), and were incapable of high quality Doppler or tissue velocity imaging (TVI).
The mechanical rotating 12.5-MHz intracardiac catheters from the mid-1990s were somewhat limited [13] in their usefulness due to echo attenuation, but other investigators [14] found that a 10F 10-MHz mechanically rotating catheter helped in confirming good ablation electrode contact and shortening of procedure times in porcine models. Foster and Picard [15] found that mechanical rotation catheters can produce accurate measurements of heart valves, but also saw that nonuniform rotational distortion in mechanical catheters and ring-down artifacts from phased-array catheters limit optimal performance. Epstein et al. [4] showed that mechanical rotational ICE could play a role in more accurately targeting ablation sites compared with fluoroscopy alone in the canine model.
The Mayo Clinic [16] demonstrated early success using a 8F rigid catheter with a high performance 7-MHz, 128-element, side-looking phased array in studies done with a canine heart model. Bruce et al. [17] were among the first to compare the 9F 9 MHz mechanical catheter and the newly FDA-approved 10F wideband (5.5-10 MHz) phasedarray transducer with capabilities including pulsed wave, color, and tissue Doppler. The 10F phased-array device has been used in key studies since 2000 [18] - [20] , and in 2005 an 8F version of the device was approved for human use.
From 2000 on, there have been several very innovative designs targeting advanced imaging arrays for EP procedures. Initially these were large prototype devices at 12F operating at 5 MHz [21] , [22] , but more recently they have improved in size to a 7F catheter equipped with a 5-MHz, 112-element, side-looking array for 3-D intracardiac imaging [23] . In 2004, the use of a highly integrated multifunctional catheter was described [24] as a 14F device with a 2-D matrix array of 112 elements for 5-MHz imaging surrounded by an ablation annulus operating at 10 MHz, and EP sensors near the catheter tip. Recently, a new 7F catheter integration effort was reported to guide EP interventions with a dual-purpose side-looking 128-element imaging and therapy array operating at 10 MHz [25] , which is designed to image as well as ablate tissue around the ostia of left atrium (LA) pulmonary veins.
B. Multifunctional Guidance of EP Therapies
To treat atrial fibrillation, ICE can provide important guidance not only in identifying key anatomic structures, but also in direct ablation guidance and in avoiding and detecting therapeutic procedure complications such as micro emboli production during ablation and thrombus formation on sheaths and catheters [1] , [26] .
Guiding interventional EP therapies is clearly challenging. To add another dimension of positional information, we have integrated EP sensor electrodes near the distal tip array to utilize the electroanatomical mapping capability of the Ensite NavX (Endocardial Solutions, Inc. (St. Jude Medical), Minneapolis, MN) guidance system. The electroanatomical mapping technique uses concepts from impedance tomography and 3-D display technologies to allow the visualization of heart chambers "mapped" by the electroanatomical mapping catheter. Once a volume is mapped and displayed, the EP sensor-equipped ICE catheter as well as the mapping catheter can be continually sensed in 3-D position and displayed in real time. By integrating ultrasound imaging with spatial 3-D mapping, the multifunctional ICE catheter has the potential to achieve a new level of procedural guidance.
II. Methods

A. Catheter Design
The 9F (3-mm diameter) shaft of the multifunctional ICE catheter is made of a biocompatible polymer with a reinforced proximal section for "push-ability" and good handling. The device is designed for single use in the EP laboratory under sterile conditions. The tip is rounded for safety, and may include a metal tip electrode or finished polymer tip, depending on the design style. The only exposed metal features are the standard metal EP electrodes which are mounted, depending on the design style, on the catheter shaft at the proximal side of the array or as an electrode pair on either side of the array. An interconnect termination box has been designed to offer a high utility, low cost catheter connection scheme for enabling easy and safe connection capability within the sterile field at the patient table. The catheter, named the HockeyStick, has dimensions as shown in Fig. 1 , with interconnect diagram and an image of the "hockeystick" bend in Fig. 2 .
B. Integration of EP Mapping Sensors
Several EP mapping sensor arrangements were implemented during catheter development. One design with which we have the most experience utilizes two sensor bands just proximal to the imaging array at the tip of the catheter. The sensor bands as EP mapping electrodes are able to sense local intracardiac potentials, providing valuable electrocardiographic data. The electrodes also serve another valuable function. When used with electroanatomical mapping apparatus and an applied electrical field gradient, they can track the 3-D position of the catheter. The internal catheter wires for each of these bands are routed, with good quality electrical isolation, to the EP connector which is connected to the EP monitor.
C. Steering
To enable bidirectional steering, two steering wires were needed in the catheter design. Each steering wire is housed in its own small lumen within the catheter shaft on opposite sides of the shaft. The steering handle, together with a longitudinally firm catheter shaft, form the remainder of the mechanical steering system that allows the sector image to be oriented on either the outside or the inside radius of the catheter steering bend. The image plane is essentially in the same plane as the steering bend. The torque ability of the catheter shaft enables fine adjustment of image plane positioning.
D. Interconnect and Imaging Array Cable
The catheter was designed to use an imaging system connector with the necessary attributes of a small, sterilizable, and disposable connector. This critical link to the imaging system needs to be small, low cost, and reliable, and needs to possess a good retention force, while also protecting user safety with recessed system-end live electrode contacts. A simple but very useful system interface called the Interface Box (I-Box) was designed to allow a 2.5-meter trunk cable connection to be made to the imaging system zero insertion force (ZIF) connector. The I-Box was designed with a 100-pin SAMTEC BSH series connector mounted directly to a well-shielded interconnect printed circuit board. A trunk cable is assembled with a shielded bundle of 40 AWG coaxial cables to link the I-Box with the system ZIF connector.
The imaging array cable within the catheter is a shielded bundle of 64 individual microcoaxes (Tyco Electronics/Precision Interconnect, Wilsonville, OR) that is nominally 1.96 mm in diameter and occupies a large portion of the catheter shaft lumen. The individual coax members are made with a 48 AWG center conductor, a 0.033 mm fluoropolymer insulation, and a 52 AWG served shield offering better than 95% coverage with a 0.015 mm polyester film covering that produces a total coax diameter of 0.165 mm. The 64 coaxes are assembled together with a 0.05 mm binder tape, 46 AWG shield braiding, and an additional 0.05 mm wrap of fluoropolymer tape. The characteristic impedance is 50 ohms.
E. Imaging Array Piezoelectric Design
The 64-piezoelectric array elements are arranged within the tip enclosure at the distal end of the catheter to form a side-looking image plane with a centered sector image orthogonal to the catheter axis. The active imaging aperture is 2.6 mm in elevation and 6.4 mm in length with a 100-micron element pitch. At 7.25 MHz, the 2.6-mm elevation length provides a good passive focus for imaging in the 10-to 40-mm range, and phased-array focusing in the image plane is designed to produce an azimuthal resolution close to 0.5 mm.
The array is made of a standard 2-2 composite with absorbing kerf fillers. To achieve a fractional bandwidth (FBW) greater than 50%, a double matching layer was employed with the first layer targeted to be 7.5 MRayls at 50 microns and the second layer 3.2 MRayls at 65 microns. The array assembly was bonded to a 25-micron polyimide flex circuit with a high absorption backing. The flex circuit is folded on itself at the tip of the array to allow adequate paths for the 64-element connections, so the flex is doubled layered under the PZT stack as shown in Fig. 3 , creating a total double flex thickness of approximately 85 microns with the glue layer. Design parameters are given in Table I .
The array lens material was selected to be a castable biocompatible polyurethane (RP 6400; Freeman Mfg. & Supply Co., Avon, OH) with an acoustic velocity as close to that of water as reasonably possible, since the preferred round lens cross section would represent as much as a 6-lambda thickness at the thickest point in the lens. The acoustic attenuation of this lens material is significant at 10 dB/cm/MHz for one-way transmission.
Laboratory testing of early array prototypes showed an average element center frequency of 7.25 MHz and a bandwidth of 4.27 MHz. There is a small but noticeable downward shift in center frequency from the design, resulting from lens attenuation. A discussion on the lens design and material comparisons is continued in the sections below.
F. Imaging Array Acoustic Beam Simulation and Optimization
The acoustic lens of the multifunctional catheter is a critical element in the design of the device. The acoustic lens profile ideally would be of a round shape which would be optimal for use in the body's tortuous vasculature and would make manufacturing assembly easier as well. A round lens, though, would require the lens material to satisfy multiple essential design requirements that include 1) material biocompatibility, 2) low acoustic loss in two-way transmission through the lens, 3) nearly tissuematched acoustic velocity, and 4) good mold performance and adhesion characteristics in assembly. As an alternative, the lens can be tapered in thickness, which can help reduce potentially undesirable elevation beam performance if the lens material velocity is not matched to tissue velocity, but does not provide the very best physically smooth outer profile. A controlled, multivariate test of reasonable candidate materials that are close to our desired characteristics might identify a better material, but prototype testing for design parameter optimization would be expensive and time consuming. We elected to solve the issue with a good analytical investigation, confirmed with Schlieren imaging and hydrophone tests.
The assessment of acoustic lens performance can take several paths. The classical lens formula that is usually used to control first-order elevation beam performance does not help very much because it is applied typically with a very large lens radius for subtle phase adjustments to the native beam. The standard lens formula [27] ,
where daf is the depth-at-focus, roc is the radius of lens curvature, and V lens and V med are the acoustic velocities of the lens and medium, respectively, can be useful for finding the radius of curvature needed with a large radius and slow lens material. The relation is derived by assuming that the geometric angles are small, i.e., that sin(θ) ∼ θ, where θ is the angle, with apex at the center of lens curvature, between the beam centerline and a point on the surface of the lens. Although this expression provides some insight, it does not provide adequate details about the actual beam character with changes in frequency, material attenuation, or a partially flattened ("tapered") lens shape.
The beam-forming simulation we use calculates the elevation beam profile in two distinct steps. The first step uses the transducer aperture and lens properties to calculate an intermediate aperture on the surface of the lens itself, made up of well spatially sampled complex pressure points; the second step uses Huygen's principle to calculate the beam field points from the intermediate lens surface aperture. The elevation beam model used in our study here does not address acoustical coupling issues with the transducer stack; however, all of the lens materials considered in our study have an acoustic impedance reasonably close to that of water, so first-order coupling effects are minimal. Lens speed, shape, and attenuation are certainly important to us and are carefully considered.
Elevation Beam Modeling Foundation:
The catheter array elevation beam modeling geometry is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The scalar diffraction expression we use contains a Green's function that includes bandwidth and an implicit inclination factor to obtain the desired pressure vector in the z direction. This particular version of the well-known expression, in Cartesian coordinates, is where P a is the complex pressure at the aperture, R is the beam ray distance from an aperture plane coordinate to a particular field coordinate, and dA is the incremental summation area on the aperture. A complex wave number k = (ω/c m + jα) is used here, where c m is the speed of sound in the medium, ω is the radian center frequency for the transmission signal used, and α is the medium's attenuation coefficient in Nepers/m. The bandwidth coefficient γ is defined as FBW/0.4λ with units of m −1 , where FBW is the fractional bandwidth of the acoustic transmission and λ is the wavelength in the medium at the center frequency.
Application of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld Equation and Huygen's Principle:
The field pressure along the depth and elevation axes can be used as a descriptive indicator of beam performance. In essence, we wish to investigate the dependence of axial beam energy with variations in lens material and shape, and further to determine how these variables affect the beam with changes in frequency as well. Because we are primarily interested in elevation effects due to the lens, we assume the transducer and excitation are uniform in azimuth and treat azimuthal beamforming as an independent problem.
We can make use of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral and adapt its use for the investigation through the incorporation of lens shape, material, and echo bandwidth. To consider the lens shape we will use Huygen's principle and first calculate an array of new point sources on the surface of the lens prior to a final calculation of the field pressure. With regard to lens shape variants, we have assumed that the "thinner" lenses are simply truncated in a manner as shown in Fig. 5(a) . More complex shapes with the flat sections tapered in long radii are possible to consider, but not considered practical for a catheter "cast in place" lens assembly method. To accommodate material characteristics, we will establish mid-band wave lengths for the lens and body tissue respectively and incorporate lens and tissue attenuation in the study.
A segment of the intracardiac imaging catheter 64-element array with lens is shown in Fig. 4 , with an elevation aperture of 2.6 mm and a maximum azimuthal aperture of 6.4 mm. The aperture used in the beam simulations is a 2.6-mm-square aperture sampled at points "ax" and "ay" with a pitch of λ/2. The lens surface aperture is a 3-D situation with the x = 0 planar sampling point schemes shown in Fig. 5 , where the transducer array backside flex circuit defines the center of radius for the lens, thus creating an array surface offset from the flex plane by the complete array thickness, or approximately 280 microns. Consequently, the full thickness lens for the 9F (3-mm) catheter diameter at the elevation origin, y = 0, is the catheter radius less the transducer thickness, or 1.22 mm.
The lens samples are spaced evenly on the lens surface regardless of a round or tapered lens shape at a pitch of λ/2 to assure good spatial sampling uniformity. The field examined is referenced to the surface of the transducer array so that the water/tissue interface for a round lens is at z = 1.22 mm, and thus a convenient starting point of 1.5 mm was always used in the simulations performed, regardless of lens shape.
We would like to analyze with high accuracy the beam behavior in elevation and depth for the intracardiac catheter lens with various shapes and lens speeds. Geometric acoustics (as in ray optics) could be employed, but in addition to each individual ray refraction calculation, we would also need to attend to the resulting sample point density on the intermediate virtual aperture that would be subsequently used for acquiring the points in the beam field at all depths beyond this intermediate aperture. Since we want to look at the full-round lens with a radius of ∼7.5λ as well as tapered lens structures, the application of Huygen's principle to calculate an intermediate aperture on the surface of the lens itself has great appeal for accuracy and relative ease in a computer-aided simulation.
To acquire the effective pressure distribution on the lens surface for the determination of the elevation beam in the insonified medium, we first consider the uniform pressure P a (ax, ay, 0) at the transducer-lens interface without concern for the efficiency of transducer lens coupling. We will consider this our "first" of two serial apertures which includes the square transducer face region of 2.6-mm elevation and also 2.6 mm in azimuth. By taking advantage of symmetry in the azimuthal plane, we can obtain the elevation beam points on the 3-D lens surface from just the positive x-axis points of the transducer array surface aperture, or the "first aperture." The "second," or intermediate, virtual aperture is found, then, as a set of 3-D complex and time-delayed lens surface points given by
where P a (ax, ay, 0) is the complex pressure at the transducer face aperture, and R(ax, ay, 0, x , y , z ) is the beam ray distance from an aperture plane coordinate ax, ay, 0 to a particular x , y , z field coordinate on the lens surface. The bandwidth coefficient γ L , based on the wavelength in the lens medium, is distinct from the coefficient γ m used for the calculation in the tissue medium. The pressure vector on the lens surface is scaled by the unit area of the sampled transducer face aperture, which is given by ∆A xd , the area defined by the square of the λ/2 sampling dimension. The second step in the calculation of the elevation beam in the tissue medium involves the use of the new lens surface aperture. The complex pressures at the uniformly distributed point sources on the surface of the lens are delayed, weighted, and summed to calculate the pressure at each field point:
The second step calculation is similar in form to the first, with symmetry in the x plane permitting half of the computations that would otherwise be needed in the elevation beam field. Using a z-axis sampling of 0.9λ · the elevation beam field calculation required 48 seconds using MathCad (Parametric Technology Corp., Needham, MA) and an ordinary laptop PC (DELL Inspiron-5100 with a 2.4-GHz Pentium4, and 512-MB memory). To establish a reference comparison between the well-known analytical circular aperture solution and the simulation method performed, the simulation z-axis elevation beam result for the two serial apertures of a circular array plane section coupled to a "full round elevation lens composed of water" (i.e., using a circular segment array plane and a curved lens surface as the two Huygen's apertures) agreed very well in both near-and far-field regions with the well-known analytical solution for the z-axis response using a circular aperture [28] .
Computations to Find the Key Design Constraints on Catheter Lens Construction:
Elevation beam simulations were carried out to study the effects of various lens materials and lens shapes under typical in vivo conditions. Three lens materials were examined as suitable candidates. Their material characteristics are shown in Table II . These materials are RP 6400, Bacon430 (Bacon Industries, Inc., Watertown, MA), and Santoprene (Advanced Elastomer Systems, Akron, OH), all with known sound velocities at body temperature as well as room temperature acquired from our own laboratory measurements that compare favorably with other sources as well [29] , [30] . Each material has both good and bad attributes. As stated earlier, the best candidate should not only provide good elevation beam-forming capability, but also allow for easy and reliable casting and possess good biocompatibility. The Bacon430 and the RP 6400 are both two-part polyurethanes that can cure at room temperature or in an oven for an accelerated cure. The Santoprene is a biocompatible, low attenuation thermoplastic elastomer that can be shaped by heating but would be challenging to use in a catheter unless it is preformed and glued into place.
Since the lens polymers under consideration possess acoustic impedances close to that of the medium, the transmission coefficient at the lens surface boundary is ignored, in addition to other transmission coupling factors such as the mass loading effects of the lens on the array elements.
A simulation study was conducted to examine the effects on the elevation beam with lens speed and shape as the primary study variables, and with lens attenuation assumed to be 10 dB/cm/MHz, as in the case of a typical polyurethane lens material. Two sets of beam plots are shown in Fig. 6 , where the tapered lens (top row) shows a relative insensitivity to lens speed, but the full round lens (bottom row) shows a considerable dependence.
A single-point estimate may be used to describe elevation beam focusing quality for each of the 12 beams shown in Fig. 6 ; these estimates are plotted in Fig. 7 (see middle solid and dash set at 7.25 MHz). Fig. 7 has two families of curves, the solid group represents the full round lens case, and the dashed line group the tapered lens case. Each family is normalized to the respective case at 7.25 MHz with the lens speed matched to the medium (see large center point). In plotting single point estimates of elevation beam quality, we do not use "peak focus" pressure, due to the concern that a very slow speed lens, for example, will tend to focus in the near field but produce a poorly focused beam along the z-axis, e.g., the case in Fig. 6(g) . The best elevation beam will maintain as much energy along the zaxis as possible. We define the metric for the normalized sum of z-axis energy (NSZE) to be
where the transmitted pressures along the z-axis are P M (0, z) and P W (0, z). The former is the calculated pressure in a tissue medium with a particular lens studied, and the latter is the calculated pressure in water without any lens. The medium acoustical impedance is assumed to be nominally equivalent in tissue and water so that both the Additional elevation beam simulation analysis, using a conventional normalized pressure metric, predicts the peak pressures with a variation of lens thicknesses for the three lens material candidates. Fig. 8 shows the peak pressure response in decibels, normalized to the response with the lens replaced by water, of the three lens materials as lens thickness is varied from 0.20 mm microns to a full round thickness of 1.22 mm in each case. As the lens is thickened, the comparatively fast material (Bacon430) shows a monotonic drop in peak pressure with lens thickness, whereas the other two slower materials show a "recovery" in the elevation peak pressure due to a beneficial focusing effect.
III. Results
A. Transducer Array Characterization
The HockeyStick catheter arrays were built with both the TRS-600 and the TRS-HK1 piezoceramic materials (TRS Technologies, Inc., State College, PA) as the foundation of the 2-2 composite high efficiency design. The vast majority of our experience in this design is based on use of the TRS-HK1 material. The finished arrays were tested for pulse echo and impedance characterization. The singleelement transducer tank circuit model components for this design appear to be 27 pF, 500 ohms, 19.5 µH, and 16 pF for C 0 , R x , L x , and C x , respectively, where C 0 is the bulk capacitance and the others are the series arm components that determine the resonant qualities of the transducer.
The series (f s ) and parallel (f p ) resonant frequencies, 8.6 MHz and 11.8 MHz, respectively, were obtained from the model to determine the thickness mode coupling coefficient k t for the composite array material [35] , which appears to be approximately 0.72. The KLM model result shown in Fig. 9 predicts a center frequency of 7.67 MHz and an FBW of 68%; the laboratory data in Fig. 9 show the results of an early catheter built with corresponding values of 7.25 MHz and 59%, respectively.
B. Catheter Testing and Lens-Dependent Elevation Beam Forming
HockeyStick catheters with lenses both full round and tapered were built and characterized. The primary means of testing the devices while in process was electrical capacitance measurement of each of the 64 channels to determine open or shorted conduction pathway conditions. The individual elements exhibited measured capacitances typically in the 30-to 40-pF range (including the parasitic capacitance of the measurement technique) while the coax cable itself was approximately 260 pF. This capacitance ratio was sufficient to permit easy inferential assessments to steer any necessary rework.
Schlieren optical imaging (Onda Corp., Sunnyvale, CA) of the HockeyStick beams, both in azimuth and elevation, were performed to help in the understanding of the effects caused by the lens. The azimuthal Schlieren plots showed results in accordance with the expected focusing, and the phantom images were quite acceptable, as demonstrated in Fig. 9 . The best azimuthal resolution expected, for a depth of 30 mm, for example, is close to the product of wavelength and f-number, with a full aperture active in receive producing the result of approximately 0.22 mm times 30/6.4, or about 1 mm. This is reasonably accurate for continuous wave (CW) and will be degraded somewhat at 59% FBW to become about 1.35 mm.
Schlieren elevation beam tests were performed with the full round lens catheters and the tapered lens devices in baths at room temperature (∼21
• C) and warm (∼37
• C) conditions. In all cases the lens material was RP 6400. Fig. 10 shows the Schlieren test bath results for the round lens/warm bath and round lens/cool bath conditions. The simulated (one-way transmission case) beams are also shown for each case. It should be noted that for the two temperatures, the simulation peaks have been determined to be −5.9 dBw and −9.5 dBw, respectively, all estimated with a normalization to the elevational peak simulation result of a no-lens/cool water bath case.
Hydrophone (HGL-0200; Onda Corp.) measurements of the HockeyStick catheter elevational beam performance were made, using a low, narrow band edge frequency of 4 MHz and a beam depth of 20 mm, at warm and cool water bath conditions.
C. Animal Studies
More than 10 Yorkshire pigs weighing in the range of 34 to 55 kg were studied to examine the capabilities of the multifunctional HockeyStick catheter in combination with standard EP mapping and ablation catheters within the right atrium. ICE imaging was performed using a commercial ultrasound imaging system (GE-Vingmed Vivid 7; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) in standard imaging modes, including color and pulsed Doppler, tissue Doppler, tissue velocity (TVI), strain rate (SRI), and tissue synchronization (TSI) imaging. High display rates at 150 frames/s were commonly used.
The pig studies yielded useful ultrasound imaging guidance indicators while simultaneous tissue ablation was performed ( Fig. 12 ) using a separate ablation catheter with 50 Watts of RF power delivery capability. Tissue motion tracking of arrhythmias was interpreted using strain rate imaging data derived from tissue velocity imaging. Experimental designs were proposed to track multiple spatial velocity gradients at specific heart wall sites by displaying in real time their high fidelity tissue motion to aid in the assessment of sinus rhythm abnormalities.
A NavX electroanatomical mapping system with multiple lead inputs and full 3-D software mapping tools was used to perform both intracardiac volume mapping and integration experiments with the HockeyStick catheter (Fig. 13) . The EP sensor connector of the HockeyStick ICE catheter was connected directly to the NavX system, which allowed both the HockeyStick and the NavX catheter to be simultaneously visualized on the NavX system. Fig. 13 shows the HockeyStick on the right side of the heart in the right atrium (RA) while the NavX catheter is shown in the left ventricle (LV) after completing the 3-D mapping of that chamber.
IV. Discussion
A. HockeyStick Lens Elevation Beam Acoustic Performance
In addition to the fundamental performance of the array as an efficient acoustic energy transduction device, the optimal operation of the HockeyStick catheter lens itself is vital in high performance ICE imaging. Since it is quite expensive in time and materials to build large numbers of devices and conduct extensive tests, it seems to be a good approach to model the anticipated performance of potential designs. To be reasonably complete, a lens elevation beam-forming simulation was attempted to establish the parameter boundaries of ICE catheter lens design to include at least 1) material speed, 2) lens shape, and 3) frequency range.
To better understand the lens, we made continued use of opto-acoustic Schlieren beam-and hydrophone-based measurements to aid, in particular, the characterization of the round lens beams in both cool and warm bath conditions. The Schlieren image and hydrophone test results were obtained for only a limited number of the actual beam configurations. However, based on quantitative tests and our general observations, we can conclude the following: 1) the beam peak focus intensity in warm water does appear stronger than the cool water test peak, 2) the side lobes in the warm water condition appear to be sharper than the cool water lobes, and 3) the hydrophone measurements seem to confirm this as well.
For the round lens construction, a tissue-medium relative speed of approximately −155 m/s appears to be best. The acceptable speed range is rather narrow, and gets narrower with increasing center frequency, which suggests that successful wide band operation with a round lens requires a very good lens speed selection at the expected temperature of use.
For the chosen materials in consideration, Fig. 8 shows that the very thin (at 0.20 mm) lens condition produces a fairly matched group of materials with a slight edge to the Bacon430. By increasing the lens thickness, though, the material attenuation starts to create an effect. However, beyond a thickness of approximately 0.6 mm, the two slower-than-tissue materials show a strong focusing effect. At the full round lens condition, the fast material shows a very pronounced undesired effect derived from beam diffraction.
Polyurethane, which is a very common material in many ultrasound lens designs, will show a decrease in acoustic velocity with increasing temperature in a manner similar to that in animal fat. However, this is the opposite of the thermal effect on speed for water, blood, and muscle, all of which show a characteristic increase in acoustic velocity with an increase in temperature. These opposing characteristics can produce some very interesting results when combined with the extreme lens curvature of the round lens design for an ICE catheter. The two-way (pulse echo) simulations performed have predicted that a full round lens made of RP 6400 polyurethane will produce a beam with a peak 7.3 dB below that of a tapered lens at 21
• C room temperature water, but at body temperature and tissue loading conditions, the round lens is predicted to provide a focused beam 1.8 dB above that of the tapered lens. A small number of round and tapered lens catheters were compared that confirm qualitatively this interesting factor of two (∼5 dB) ratio in performance between body temperature and tissue loading conditions during animal studies and performance in cool water bath tests. The important result, though, is that a full round lens device, even with a substantial attenuation such as that of RP 6400, can image quite well in comparison to the tapered lens variety in actual body temperature and loading conditions. To fully quantify the apparent pulse echo sensitivity dependence of lens shape, temperature, and medium, many more catheters would be needed, which was beyond the scope of our investigation.
We employed both tapered and round lens constructions for catheters used in animal trials, with more in total made of the tapered lens design, since early assembly fabrication techniques using molds have allowed a straightforward implementation, and we had less concern for variations in lens attenuation from one catheter to the next in the creation of our preclinical prototype devices. Since RP 6400 is easily molded in place, it was the material of choice; Santoprene, although it is considered the best for material characteristics, is a thermoplastic elastomer which is best used as a precast lens rather than a mold-in-place material.
B. Imaging Utility of the Multifunctional HockeyStick Catheter
The side-looking HockeyStick catheter was successful in obtaining very useful images of therapeutic RF catheter ablations. Early animal studies targeted general B-Mode imaging of intracardiac features and ablation catheters, with attention to evaluation of resynchronization pacing using the multifunctional nature of the HockeyStick catheter equipped with integrated EP sensors. The HockeyStick catheters were usually advanced to the heart to perform studies of the RA and right ventricle (RV) without fluoroscopic guidance. Clear delineation of bubble production after prolonged RF ablation was observed. The HockeyStick was used very successfully to track tissue synchrony using the high frame rate SRI modality available on the imaging system platform. This ability can be valuable in the assessment of cardiac arrhythmias. Using this tissue tracking technique, high frame rate SRI imaging allows a mechanical survey of the effects of the electrical activation and improves the ability to detect early contractions in the monitored regions of the myocardium that move first.
C. ICE Imaging with 3-D Electroanatomical Mapping Guidance
Electroanatomical mapping has become a significant visual guidance tool in intracardiac EP procedures. The technique uses patient isolated electrical field gradients established by a set of patch electrodes attached to the patient's body in at least 5 key positions. The electrical field gradients can be sensed by either a single electrode on a single intracardiac catheter, or by as many as 64 electrodes from many different catheters. The system can determine the location of any single electrode to a spatial accuracy in the range of approximately ±1 mm, with a temporal sampling rate as high as 1200 per second [36] , [37] . The key enabling feature of this technology is its adaptability; the only particular requirement for our ICE imaging catheter is the feature of EP electrodes on the catheter tip with an internal wire path to a proximal end connector compatible with the electroanatomical system inputs.
A series of preclinical studies were performed that combined ICE imaging capability with catheter localization and tracking in 3-D space in real time. Following an initial volumetric mapping with the NavX catheter, the HockeyStick catheter itself could be tracked continuously within the volume, and with its multiple electrode features, the orientation of the ICE catheter could also be placed accurately in a visualized 3-D position within the intracardiac chamber. Since the HockeyStick has a separate EP connector to allow for ECG signal monitoring, the electrodes connected to this EP connector allow for a very easy means of connection to the NavX system connectors. It is only this simple interconnect that is necessary for the NavX system to track the electrode positions in 3-D space. This capability can potentially yield a very powerful strategy to enhance the clinical utility of ICE by enabling therapeutic procedures, guided by intracardiac echocardiography, with much less dependency on hazardous fluoroscopic image guidance. In one of our studies, the navigation and manipulation time for achieving ultrasound imaging of an ablation procedure was substantially reduced by over 75% compared to fluoroscopic visualization only.
V. Conclusions
A round elevational lens for a side-looking catheterbased array can work well provided care is taken in the areas of lens material acoustic velocity and construction techniques. Knowledge of expected catheter design operation at room temperature and body temperature is important not only for the best application of the design, but as well to establish how the array performance is to be evaluated in fabrication and testing. Precise lens acoustic velocity selection may be critical for applications using wide band imaging techniques such as in harmonic imaging.
A multifunctional intracardiac catheter combining electrophysiology sensing and ultrasonic imaging is feasible and potentially may become a practical tool for the guidance of interventional procedures. The future combination of electroanatomical mapping and ICE may offer a significant means to improve the identification accuracy of therapeutic targets, add to the total diagnostic content during procedures, and decrease the dependency on potentially hazardous fluoroscopic guidance through integration with electroanatomical mapping tools.
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